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I. GENERAL MODEL FOR INTELLIGENT BUILDINGS
Without complicated considerations on the general model, we could consider IS&B as an auto regulated building under a certain random and dynamic exterior condition and agreeing to objectives defined by several human users.
Three entities can be defined in this model: the outside world (the states or exogenous entities that are relevant to auio regulation -physical world, temperature, humidity, luminosity, intruders, security entities, tire departments), the IS&B (strictum sensum) and the user (the entity that can manage the configuration of the IS&B or define the objectives).
Between these entities there must be an intense communication. The IS&B must know the outside world Franklim Morais DOMOCIBER, Sistemas Inteligentes para Edificios, Lda.
Rua do Lupinho, 303 -4200 PORT0 PORTUGAL Phone : +3S1-2-83WO4 Fax : +35 1 -2-83OWOS state, must accept orders by the users, must transmit to the user warnings and states.
In present days. buildings have already several Communication nets. The first feature of the solution provided by DomoCiber's system is the use and integration of such nets. A graphical model for that global integration, and the 'bridges' between the nets can be seen in fig. 4 (at the end of the text). Generally, the set of messages between DomoCiber Devices follows the scheme presented in figure 1, and are described as:
DOMOCIBER DEVICES
BM sends messages to all other devices with alterations to system configuration. BM also send messages to BC to activate or inactivate obj ec ti ves.
BC send messages to EDD and AD with alteration of configuration in real time BC also asks EDD for unconditional state report EDD send messages of states and events to BC, MD, SD MD and SD send message to EDD to define type of events or states requested Not to exhaustively describe the whole set of messages available, we present only the messages exchanged from BM to BC : For example, a fire security central with RS232 communication could be upgraded to a EDD / AD DomoCiber Device.
HI. THE HIERARCHICAL LEVELS
The system provides three levels of intelligence.
The first is accomplished in the EDD / ADS. They can The logical functions they can provide are, however, very
They can do what follows : When an event occurs :
the relevance of that event may be changed the relevance of another event may be changed a message may be sent to the AD to produce an action function by itself.
low.
For example an ADD / ED controls a temperature sensor, a radiator and an acoustic alarm. When an event occurs, (greater then 27°C) this event is no more relevant; another event, (less then 24°C) begins to be relevant, and the heater is activated. If temperature is greater then 50°C then alarm rings. This is the type of logic these ADD / ED can sustain.
The second level is supported by the BC, which can perform very complex logical tasks. The BC needs to communicate to EDDs and ADS in order to 'know' and to 'act'.
Several of these EDDs and ADS may be connected to one BC.
The third level is defined in the BM. It needs the user to define the objectives and methods to reach theh. However, it provides the user with a friendly using interface to help him to achieve this goal.
IV. THE BUILDING CONTROLLER (BC)
The BC is a set of cells and rules. The cells are memories / values that can be updated by the The rules are as follows :
rules and by the states that the EDDs send to the BC.
Expression has a rather more complex syntax. ,but it is not far from other languages' expressions, with variables (cells in this case), constants, operators (arithmetic, logical, comparison), and a well-defined hierarchy.
With this structure of cells and rules, a very complex logical reasoning can be achieved.
For example, this could be set (of course in a structured language, not in a discursive one, as follows):
"If the sun shines and the ground is wet, phone grandmother to come see the garden. If she is not at home, keep the grass's humidity between 35 and 55%, but be careful, don't shower the kids." 
V. THE BUILDING MANAGER (BM)
The BM is a programming language. The objects (called Entities) of that language can be What is an Entity? It is something that : defined by the programmer. enables other entities disables other entities send messages when it's enabled send messages when it's disabled put cells in the BC put rules in the BC The user is able to define new Entities, as shown in Nevertheless, some entities are ready to use; we present Some aspects must be considered here. As can be seen, complex structures can be created, so that several operations can be set automatically. We refer to these, as examples: figure 2. There Somebody Here can be Entities of the language and can be used by the programmer.
An entity can deal automatically with disposability of devices. Suppose the function -Luminosity-wants more light in the room. It can use the lights, and the windows. If we give priority to the windows, it will be tried first. But if the windows are already used by another function (ex: temperature) and this one has higher priority over this device, then, other action must be made (in the example the electric lights). If luminosity has higher priority then windows will be released by temperature, which must find other way to achieve its goals.
An Entity (the Event) permits to accelerate the communications between EDDs and the BC. BC says to the EDD what are the interesting events. So, EDD communicate his state to the BC only when the event occurs, when this state is relevant, avoiding the communication of many nonrelevant states.
As in these examples, other more complex structures could be made to improve the performance and ease of use. UM-Net is a Net developed over RS485 standard. description of this net goes beyond the scope of paper.There are 4 boards designed for it.
developed. Many others can be produced, as we have seen. Table 3 DmECTOR Ah?) ACTUATOR DMCES This EDD 1 AD allows the user to work Over designs of floors and schemes of functions, allowing the monitoring and actuation over the devices in the building (Fig. 3.) 
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B. Voice, Data, Fax and Telex Messages
These Devices allow the system to communicate with the users and other entities to send messages, warnings, situations and events. Voice modems are also able to send messages through local phone net.
Drivers for several boards are available.
C. Voice recognition
This EDD allows the users to send simple voice commands to the system via a sound board and are decoded by recognition software.
D. Video Messages
This AD creates video images that are send to a video board with TV output, and then modulated and injected in TV net to be distributed through the building.
E. VCR recording
This AD commands a video cassette recorder (NEC PC-VCR) through its RS232 port. It allows the recording of video images when necessary.
F. Keyboards conrrol
This EDD admits several keyboards with RS232 interface to communicate with the system to provide access and security control.
G. Phone Keyboards
This EDD allows the phone keyboards to work as code 
